Harvard-Radcliffe Alumni/ae Against Apartheid - A Movement for Diversity and Social Responsibility is an anti-racist organization of Harvard and Radcliffe alumni/ae. Its immediate goal is the rapid and complete divestment from the University's portfolio of investments in South-Africa-based companies. To accomplish this end, its primary strategy is outreach campaigns among alumni/ae to elect Overseers who will work aggressively for this step. HRAAA also is concerned with other aspects of institutionalized racism and diversity at Harvard and with issues of social responsibility in the University's internal life and its relationship to the outside world.

Harvard Overseers Elected By HRAAA

Gay Seidman [1986]
Consuela Washington [1987]
Peter Wood [1987]
Desmond Tutu [1989]
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Helen Snively  Jonathan Springer  Jean Theoharis
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to Reverend Edward Mark
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Harvard-Radcliffe Alumni/ae Against Apartheid -
A Movement for Diversity and Social Responsibility

Co-Sponsors:
Harvard-Radcliffe Southern Africa Solidarity Committee
Harvard Black Law Students Association
Endowment for Divestiture

A RECEPTION AND LIGHT BUFFET
(Non-Alcoholic Beverages)

Harvard-Epworth Methodist Church
1555 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138

Five-Thirty p.m.

Meet The Candidates
Judy Lieberman  David Scondras
Ruth Simmons  Donald Woods

Reception Co-Hosts
Margaret Burnham  Florence Ladd
Byron Rushing  Mpho Tutu

All Contributions Tax-Deductible
Harvard-Radcliffe Alumni/ae Against Apartheid - A Movement for Diversity and Social Responsibility

Co-Sponsors:
Harvard-Radcliffe Southern Africa Solidarity Committee
Harvard Black Law Students Association
Endowment for Divestiture

Present

A Gala Benefit Performance of

CRY FREEDOM
Directed by Richard Attenborough
Starring Denzel Washington and Kevin Kline

With Introductory Remarks By

Mpho Tutu and Donald Woods

7:00 p.m., Sunday, June 3, 1990

Harvard-Epworth Methodist Church
1555 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138

All Contributions Tax-Deductible
Our Campaign this year to elect Pro-Divestment Candidates to the Harvard Board of Overseers has been made possible by the extremely generous support of our more than two thousand members. Among the many supporters who have made this Benefit Screening a great success are:

**Patrons ($500 or more)**

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Ballard, Jr.
Robert Bentley
Peter Gabel
Nell Painter

**Sponsors ($250 or more)**

Jerry Dunfey and Nadine Hack
Robert Edmands
Adam Hochschild
Joel Krieger
Paul Olum
Robert and Polly Zevin

**Friends ($100 or more)**

Brook and Judith Baker
Charles Bering and Marilyn Richardson
Courtney B. Cazden
Karen E. Fields
Sarah Glazer
Angelica S. Harter
Chester Hartman
John and Muriel Hayward
Jane Hodes
Ruth Hubbard
Margaret Hutaff
Ephraim Isaac
Susan Jhirad
Henry Kahn and Mickey Gillmor
Eve Levy
Judy Lieberman

Ms Nellie McKay
Dorothy Miller and Daniel Klubock
John Plotz
DeWayne and Maureen Pursley
Deborah and Luther M. Ragin, Jr.
Howard Ramseur and Victoria Kent
Martin Rosenthal
The Shoul/Truitt Trust
Peter Stansky
John I. Taylor
Jonathan Walters
Alice Wolf
Peter Wood
Helena H. Worthen